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Polar Bear, Polar Bear

Polar bear, polar bear, turn around. Turn around.
Polar bear, polar bear, touch the ground. Touch the ground.
Polar bear, polar bear, climb the ice. Pretend to climb.
Polar bear, polar bear, swimming is nice. Pretend to swim.
Polar bear, polar bear, snug in your fur. Hug self.
Polar bear, polar bear, brrrr, brrrr, brrrr! Shake self.

Janell Halama
Saints Peter and Paul School
Independence, WI

Polar Bear, Polar Bear
Gross-Motor Activity: polar bears

 Little ones get to know polar bear behavior with 
this engaging chant! After youngsters learn the song, 
place a white blanket (ice) at your gross-motor center. 
Then have students practice their polar bear moves 
on the ice!



Penguin Booklet Fun
Booklet: writing, investigating living things

This adorable booklet is perfect for displaying penguin knowledge. For each child, use the provided patterns to make 
a black construction paper body cutout and three copy-paper belly cutouts. Stack the belly cutouts and staple them 
to the body. To begin, read students books about penguins and discuss penguin characteristics. Next, have each 
child use paper scraps to add wings, feet, eyes, and a beak to his booklet. Then have him dictate information about 
penguins for each page.

Deborah J. Ryan 
Newberg, OR

/


Penguin Body and Belly Patterns
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Polar Bear Puff Painting
Polar Bear Craft

These sweet little polar bear faces are fun to make! Get an unused bath puff and trim a small circle from a kitchen 
sponge. Place the puff and sponge near a shallow pan of paint. A child presses the sponge in the paint and then 
makes several prints on the paper. (Hint: For a defined print, bounce the puff up and down a few times.) Then have 
her make ear prints with the circular sponge. Finally, direct her to glue black pom-pom noses and eye cutouts to the 
prints.

 

/


Black and White
Idea: using a Venn diagram, organizing data

To make this unique diagram, mount a sheet of white paper and a sheet of black paper next to each other on a wall. 
Then attach a penguin cutout (see the provided pattern) where the two papers meet. Have little ones brainstorm 
things that are white and write their words on the sheet of paper. Repeat the process with things that are black. Then 
prompt students to think about things that are both white and black, like penguins. Write these items on the penguin 
in the center of the diagram. What fun!

/


Penguin Pattern
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A Penguin Parade
Idea: beginning sounds

Little ones pretend to be penguins in this lovely waddle parade! In advance, make enough copies of the cards given 
so that each child can have one card. Cut apart the cards and place them in a bag. Next, have youngsters say the 
word penguin, noticing that the word begins with the /p/ sound. Have a child take a card from the bag and name the 
picture, noticing that it begins with /p/ as well. Place this child at the beginning of a line. Continue the process with 
each child, lining youngsters up behind one another. Then guide students in a penguin parade, having them waddle 
around the room as they hold up their cards and say, “/p/, /p/, /p/!”

/
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/p/ Sound Cards
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Snow Buddies

Tell

Wonder  Who is coming to play with Bear?

by

Draw

Note to the teacher: Give a child a copy of the page and read aloud the question. Have the child draw to show his answer and then dictate 
or use invented writing to explain his drawing.
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Fun on the Ice

Note to the teacher: Explain that the penguin has lost its hat. Have the student draw a hat in the circle and then trace the dotted line through 
the maze to the hat.

Trace.   Draw.
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Hot or Not?
(sung to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell”)

Don’t play near [a stove].
Don’t play near [a stove].
It is hot so you should not
Play near [a stove].

Roxanne LaBell Dearman
NC Intervention for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing 
Charlotte, NC

Hot or Not?
Song: safety at home

 Teach youngsters the importance of staying 
away from hot things with this catchy song and 
activity. Ask little ones to name things that get 
really hot. For example, they might name matches, 
a fire, an iron, and a stove. Write their words on the 
board. Then lead them in singing the song shown 
several times, replacing the underlined information 
with one of the student suggestions each time. 
Emphasize that playing near things that get hot 
can be dangerous. Then, during center time, invite 
small groups of youngsters to a table to complete 
the sorting sheet given.

matches
stove
iron
candle
fire

matches
stove
iron
candle
fire



Note to the teacher: Give each child a copy of this page and a sheet of paper folded in half. Have each child unfold the paper and cut apart 
the cards. Have her label each half by gluing the heading cards at the top of the paper. Then have her sort the cards onto the appropriate 
page half and glue them in place.

      hot      cold
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Can I Cross?
Safety Center

Playing this twist on a game of Concentration will help little ones remember to wait for an adult before crossing a 
street. Cut out a copy of the provided cards and place them facedown on a table. Nearby, attach two tapelines so 
they resemble a road. Gather two students. To play, one student flips over two cards. If the cards show an adult 
(hen) and a baby (chick), he pretends to make the critters cross the road together. If he flips over two hens or two 
chicks, he turns the cards facedown again. Play continues, with youngsters taking turns, until all the hen and chick 
pairs have crossed the road.

 

/
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No, Don’t Go
(sung to the tune of “Bingo”)

If someone asks for you to go—someone who you don’t know,
No, no! Do not go.
No, no! Do not go.
No, no! Do not go.
Do not go with a stranger.

If someone says, “Get in my car”—someone who you don’t know,
No, no! Do not go.
No, no! Do not go.
No, no! Do not go.
Do not go with a stranger.

Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

No, Don’t Go
Literacy Idea: stranger safety

 Remind students to never go with strangers and 
emphasize a sight word with this song. In advance, write 
“No” on a piece of tagboard and attach it to a jumbo craft 
stick. Write the word “No” on the board. Read the word 
aloud. Have students identify the letters in the word. Then 
have them “write” the word in the air. Explain that if a 
stranger asks them to go somewhere, it’s okay to say “No!” 
very loudly. Finally, lead them in singing the song shown, 
holding up the “No” sign each time the word is sung. Then 
lead them in saying “No! I will not go!” loudly.

No

No
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Wear a Helmet!
(sung to the tune of “She’ll Be Comin’ Round the Mountain”)

Wear a helmet when you’re riding on your [bike].
Wear a helmet when you’re riding on your [bike].
Then you’ll be safe while you play, and your brain will be okay!
Wear a helmet when you’re riding on your [bike].

Continue with the following: skateboard, scooter

Katie Schlomer
Westminster, CO

Wear a Helmet!
Idea: identifying safety rules

 Make sure little ones know the importance of 
wearing a helmet with this active song. Bring a bike 
helmet to the classroom (or show youngsters a photo 
of a bike helmet). Ask, “Why do you think it’s important 
to wear a helmet while you’re riding a bike?” Lead 
youngsters to conclude that helmets are important 
because they will protect their brains from injury. Next, 
lead them in singing the song, prompting them to move 
around the room as if they were each riding a bike, 
skateboard, or scooter.



What Is an Emergency?
Idea: identifying safety rules

When is it appropriate to dial 9-1-1? Help students determine which situations are emergencies with this activity. Cut 
out a copy of the cards and place them in a bag. Review with youngsters how to dial 
9-1-1 in case of an emergency. Explain that an emergency is something that is so serious that you need help right 
away. Next, have a child choose a card. Read the card aloud. Then have students decide if the situation described 
is an emergency. If it is, have each student hold up a hand as if it was a phone and pretend to dial 9-1-1 while 
reciting the numbers. Continue with each remaining card.

/
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Situation Cards

A person fell down 
and isn’t speaking 

anymore.

Your friend took 
your favorite toy.

A person fell down 
and scratched 

his knee.

There is a fire 
in the house.

A person is having 
a hard time 
breathing.

You are angry 
because you 

have to pick up 
your toys.
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I See Snow!

Is it a snowstorm or not? Youngsters decide after reciting 
this fun rhyme! As you lead little ones in saying the 
rhyme, gently float paper snowflakes to the ground when 
indicated. (See the provided snowflake patterns.) When 
the song ends, lead the group in counting the snowflakes. 
Then ask, “Was it a snowstorm or not?”

I See Snow!

One little snowflake drifting about— 
“I see snow!” I excitedly shout. 
Another flake falls; now that makes two. 
I hope it keeps snowing; yes, I do! 
Two more flakes—that’s three and four. 
Down comes five and then no more!



Snowflake Patterns
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Neato Noses
Idea: sorting

Who says that snowmen should only have carrot noses? Have students make snowmen with noses made from 
other produce with this math activity. Get several grocery store circulars and cut out pictures of different fruits and 
vegetables. Place the cutouts at a center along with copies of the provided snowman pattern. A child cuts out a 
snowman, colors it as desired, and then glues on a nose of her choice. Have students sit in your circle time area 
with snowmen in hand. Help the students sort their snowmen by nose type. Then place the snowmen at a center 
and allow youngsters to independently sort the snowmen.

Mary Robles 
Little Acorns Preschool 
Milwaukie, OR

/


Snowman Pattern
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A Snowy Graph
Idea: graphing, counting, using comparative words

Youngsters search for snowflakes with this fun activity! Cut out copies of the provided snowflakes to make a class 
supply plus an extra copy of each snowflake type. Then scatter the snowflakes around the room. Display a floor 
graph. Tell students that there was a crazy snowstorm in the classroom. Have each child find one snowflake and 
bring it back to your circle time area. Place each different snowflake type on the graph to make headings for the 
columns. Have students notice the differences in the snowflakes. Then encourage each child to place his snowflake 
on the graph. Prompt little ones to count the snowflakes in the columns and then compare them using the words 
more, fewer, and equal.

/


Snowflake Patterns
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Ten Tally Toss
Idea: counting, making tally marks, gross-motor skills

Tossing “snowballs” is now an indoor activity! Near your board, place a tape line and a container of at least ten rolled 
white socks or crumpled white paper (snowballs). A few feet away, place an empty bucket. A child stands on the 
tape line and throws the snowballs, marking a tally mark on the board for each one that lands in the bucket. When 
he reaches ten tally marks, he erases the board and plays again. For a partner game, have two students take turns 
tossing!

/


CENTER
Snowmen in All Sizes

 Drift into lots of patterning practice with 
this center idea. To prepare, print the provided 
snowflake and snowmen counters to make 
a large supply. Use some of the counters to 
create patterning cards (as shown). Cut apart 
the remaining counters and laminate them. 
Also print a few copies of the snow scene 
math. Color and laminate them.
 To use this center, a child chooses a 
patterning card. She then continues the 
pattern shown on the card by using the 
individual counters on her math mat. Also 
invite children to create new patterns and 
then copy one another’s patterns. MATH STORY 

PROBLEMS
 Small-group math times will be a “freeze” 
when you use these story problems to get 
little ones working!

• “Put three snowmen on your mat. 
Point to the smallest snowman. Point 
to the largest snowman. Are any of 
your snowmen the same size?” Size 
identification, size comparison

• “Put three snowflakes on your mat. Add 
four more. How many snowflakes are 
there all together?” Counting, addition

• “Put a snowflake above the big tree. 
Put a snowflake beside the deer. Put 
a snowflake under a cloud.” Positional 
words

• “Seven snowflakes fall on the ground. 
Two melt away. How many are left?” 
Counting, subtraction

SMALL-GROUP 
ACTIVITY
Falling Flakes

 The snowflakes just keep on coming in 
this small-group activity! Give each child a 
snow scene math mat and a set of snowflake 
counters. Each time you repeat the chant 
below, insert different numbers in the first and 
third lines. Have youngsters use their counters 
to follow along. Then ask a child to count the 
total number of snowflakes on his mat. It’s a 
winter wonderland!

©The Mailbox®

MAT H MAT & ACTIVITIES

[Seven] little snowflakes came out  
 to play
On a cold and snowy winter day.
Along came [two] more, falling free.
How many snowflakes do you see?
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Snow Scene Math Mat



Snowflake and Snowmen Counters
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Splat!
Idea: beginning sound /s/

This active game will be popular with your youngsters! Cut out a copy of the provided letter cards and place them 
facedown in a stack. Gather a small group of children and give each child a ball of play dough. Have a child choose 
a card and name the letter and its sound, with help as needed. If the letter is an S, prompt the child to say, “Splat!” 
and then squish her play dough with her fist. Continue with each remaining child. Then have students form their play 
dough into a ball again and ready themselves for another round!

/


S
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V
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B
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T
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Letter Cards



L
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S
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Letter Cards



Syllable Poke
Idea: counting syllables

This low-prep idea is a great option for a supervised literacy center! Give each child a blob of play dough and an 
unsharpened pencil. Cut out a copy of the provided word cards. Choose a card and say a word. Have each child 
repeat the word as she pokes her pencil in the play dough, once for each syllable. Next, have her count the holes in 
the play dough to name the total number of syllables in the word. Place the word card on the table faceup. As you 
continue with the activity, have students help you sort the word cards into piles according to the number of syllables.

/


snow
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cold
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ice
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freeze
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chill
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frost
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snowf lake
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snowman
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sledding
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winter
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cocoa
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mittens
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icicle
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beautiful
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Word Cards



Please Squeeze
Rhyming Idea

Students who have tactile needs will find this activity particularly pleasing! Give each youngster a small ball of play 
dough. Say, “Please squeeze," prompting each child to squeeze the play dough. Have students notice that the 
words please and squeeze rhyme. Next, say a different pair of words. If the words rhyme, encourage students to 
repeat the words and squeeze their play dough. If the words don't rhyme, the children do nothing. Continue with 
other word pairs.

/


Spin and Stamp
Idea: recognizing letters

Cut out and laminate a copy of the provided spinner pattern and use a brad and large paper clip to make a spinner. 
Next, use a wipe-off marker to label each section of the spinner with a different letter. Get a plastic letter stamp or 
magnetic letter for each letter on the spinner. Provide play dough. A child flattens a piece of play dough. Then she 
spins the spinner, finds the matching letter stamp, and presses the stamp in the play dough. She repeats the activity 
several times until her play dough is covered with letters.

/


Spinner Pattern
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Who's MLK?
Idea: identifying one's initials

Make a fun class book with an idea that helps little ones understand who the letters MLK stand for! Make a copy of 
the book page for each child. Also make a copy of the book cover. Write “Martin Luther King” on your board. Then 
have a child circle the first letter of the first, middle, and last names. Explain that many people refer to Martin Luther 
King Jr. as “MLK” and that those are the initials for his name. Next, have each child draw a self-portrait on a book 
page and then write his name and initials. Stack the pages and bind them behind a copy of the cover. Then read the 
book aloud to youngsters before placing it at your reading center.

Janet Boyce 
Hinojosa Early Childhood and Pre-Kindergarten Center 
Houston, TX

/
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My name is 
_______________________________________________________________________________. 

My initials are _________________________________________________. 
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The initials for Martin Luther King Jr. 
are MLK.

What are your initials?



Being Kind
Idea: understanding Martin Luther King Day, social skills

Explain that Martin Luther King Jr. wanted everyone to be kind to each other. Show youngsters how to sign “kind” in 
American Sign Language (see the reference given). Then state a variety of situations (see below), prompting 
students to make the sign whenever they hear a situation that describes someone being kind. If the situation 
describes someone who is not being kind, the youngsters stay still.

Suggestions for situations:

Alex shared his toys with Chris.

Jaivon said “please” when he asked for a cookie.

Lin asked Miracle to play.

Jacob yelled at his little sister.

Devon split his cupcake with Amara

Amanda said that Mereena had ugly shoes.

Carline helped her mom clean the table.

Janet Boyce 
Hinojosa Early Childhood and Pre-Kindergarten Center 
Houston, TX

/


Building Peace
idea: developing fine-motor skills

Show youngsters a laminated copy of the provided peace sign pattern with this idea. Explain that the sign means 
peace, and that peace means there is no hatred or fighting. Tell them that Martin Luther King Jr. wanted everyone to 
be peaceful. Place the peace sign at your play dough center. Encourage youngsters to visit the center and re-create 
a peace sign with play dough, using the page as a guide. 

Janet Boyce 
Hinojosa Early Childhood and Pre-Kindergarten Center 
Houston, TX

/
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Peace Sign Pattern



He wanted people to 

be nice to each other.

Martin Luther King Jr. 

had a dream.

He wanted people to 

work together.

Name _____________________

Martin Luther 

King Jr.

Fold-and-Go Booklet: To make a booklet, cut on the bold line. Fold along the thin horizontal line (keeping the programming to the outside) 
and then fold along the thin vertical line (keeping the cover to the outside).
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Manipulating the Muffin Man
Idea: manipulating phonemes, word play, tracking print

You’ll hear lots of giggles with this engaging phonological awareness activity! Write the words to the first line of the 
classic song “The Muffin Man” on a sentence strip and place it in a pocket chart. Cut out the provided consonant 
letter pair cards. Guide students in singing the traditional song. Next, place a pair of letter cards over the Ms on the 
sentence strip. Help students pronounce the first line of this altered song and then encourage them to sing the entire 
song. Continue with different consonant pairs. Do you know the “Puffin Pan”?

Deborah J. Ryan 
Newberg, OR

/


Letter Pair Cards
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An Alphabet Parade
Idea: identifying letters

This alphabet parade is a great way to get youngsters moving during circle time! It’s also a terrific activity to use as a 
time filler. Label each of 26 jumbo craft sticks with a different letter. Place the sticks in a bag and have each child 
choose one and name the letter, with help as needed. For an extra challenge, have the child name the letter sound 
as well. Have all the youngsters march around the room with great enthusiasm as they sing the “Alphabet Song.” 
Then collect the sticks for the next fabulous alphabet parade!

Shelley Hoster 
Jack & Jill Early Learning Center 
Norcross, GA

/


Winter Winds
Idea: counting, number identification

This circle time activity is adorable, windy fun! Gather ten white paper doilies (snowflakes) and label them from 1 to 
10. Then clip the snowflakes in order from a suspended length of string or yarn. Gather students around the 
snowflakes and then lead the students in counting, pointing to each snowflake as you go. Next, say, “The winter 
wind is blowing—so cover your face and close your eyes!” While students eyes are closed, remove a snowflake and 
place it out of sight. Then have youngsters open their eyes and identify the number on the missing snowflake. When 
the correct number is identified, clip the snowflake to the line and play another round. For an extra challenge, 
remove two snowflakes!

/


Making Alphabet Soup
Center: forming letters

Little ones make a hearty bowl of alphabet soup at this center! Attach a large piece of bulletin board paper to a 
classroom wall. Write “Alphabet Soup” on the paper and then draw a large bowl similar to the one shown. Provide a 
variety of markers. Youngsters choose a marker and write letters on the bowl. What a super way to practice forming 
letters!

/


Tasty Patterns
Center: creating a pattern

Combine your math center with a snack for this easy patterning practice. Get two different types of snack food, such 
as fish-shaped crackers and raisins. A child comes to the math center and attaches a length of adding machine tape 
to the table, with help as needed. Next, she places a scoop of each snack in a small cup. She uses those snacks to 
make a pattern on the tape. After she successfully creates the pattern, she “reads” it aloud. Then she removes her 
snack and creates a different pattern. (Hint: Photos of these patterns and quick notes are great for an assessment of 
patterning skills.) Finally, she places the snacks back in the cup and then munches on her treat!

/


Snowman Stuff
Center: developing fine-motor skills

Youngsters use their imaginations to create snowmen with unique items! Cut white circles and black hat shapes 
from felt and place them at a center along with a collection of random items, such as cotton swabs, colored noodles, 
yarn pieces, glittery pom-poms, feathers, corks, and seashells. A child uses the items to create neat little snowmen. 
When finished, he sorts the items in their containers for the next visitor.

/
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Penguins on Ice
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Penguins on Ice
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Directions for two players:
	 1.	Choose	a	mat.	Spread	the	cards	facedown.
	 2.	When	it	is	your	turn,	flip	a	card.	If	the	letter	on	the	penguin	

matches	a	letter	on	your	mat,	place	the	card	on	the	
iceberg.	If	it	does	not,	place	the	card	facedown	again.	

	 3.	Play	continues	until	each	penguin	is	on	a	matching	
iceberg.
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Literacy Game: Matching Letters
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Penguins on Ice
Learning Centers Club®



Directions for two players:
	 1.	Choose	a	mat.	Spread	the	cards	facedown.
	 2.	When	it	is	your	turn,	flip	a	card.	If	the	letter	on	the	penguin	

matches	a	letter	on	your	mat,	place	the	card	on	the	
iceberg.	If	it	does	not,	place	the	card	facedown	again.	

	 3.	Play	continues	until	each	penguin	is	on	a	matching	
iceberg.
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Literacy Game: Matching Letters
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Slick Sledding
Sledding Craft

This interactive sledding craft is slick as a snow-covered hillside!

Materials for one:

copy of the child and sled pattern, cut out

8½” x 11” sheet of card stock

nonmentholated shaving cream

glue

clear glitter

blue paint

paintbrush

crayons or markers

2 craft sticks

scissors

Setup: Mix together equal parts shaving cream and glue (snow). Cut a horizontal slit in the center of the card stock, 
leaving a one-inch margin on the sides.

Steps:

1. Paint the card stock above the slit.

2. When the paint is dry, use a craft stick to spread the snow on the lower half of the page. Sprinkle glitter on the 
snow and set the project aside until the snow is dry.

3. Color the child and sled cutout as desired and glue it to one end of a craft stick.

4. Slide the other end of the craft stick in the slit above the snow.

5. Move the craft stick from one side of the project to the other so it resembles a child sledding across snow!

/


Child and Sled Patterns
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Ice-Scraper Painting
Winter Process Art

Repurpose a handy winter tool for engaging process art! Gather a few inexpensive ice scrapers, construction paper, 
and paint. Spoon a dollop of paint onto a sheet of construction paper. Then use an ice scraper to spread, slide, and 
push the paint across the page. For added sparkle, sprinkle some glitter on the paint while it’s still wet!

/


A Snowy Tree
Evergreen Tree Craft

Spotlight evergreen trees with this fun craft that gives fine-motor skills a workout! On a sheet of light blue 
construction paper, use several shades of green crayons to draw and color an evergreen tree. (If desired, show 
students how three triangles of varying sizes can be drawn so they resemble an evergreen.) Next, dip a mini 
porcupine ball in a shallow pan of white paint. Then dab the paint-covered ball over and around the tree so it 
resembles snow. What a lovely and peaceful piece of artwork!
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Catching Practice
Center: throwing and catching

Plastic grocery bags make throwing and catching super easy for preschoolers. What a simple way to make them feel 
successful! Place plastic grocery bags at a center. Then encourage students to crumple the bags, toss them into the 
air, and catch them. The bags move slowly through the air to make the game of catch easier. For subsequent days, 
challenge students to toss the bags to each other or into baskets.

/


Balance Beam Bonuses
Center: balancing

Jazz up a balance beam with fun additions! Place a variety of items in a basket near a balance beam. (If you don’t 
have a balance beam, place a tape line on the floor.) Consider spoons, whiffle balls, golf balls, beanbags, and 
stuffed animals. Youngsters can balance the balls on spoons, balance the beanbags on various body parts, or carry 
the stuffed animals as they walk across the beam. They can also use the items in an unconventional way, such as 
lining them up on the balance beam.

/


Spoon Rings
Center: identifying colors, making patterns, counting

Stock this unique center with get mixing spoons and baby ponytail holders. Encourage youngsters to slide the 
ponytail holders onto the handles of the spoons, identifying colors and making patterns as desired. Also prompt little 
ones to count the bands they have placed on their spoons.

Robin Kent 
Avon Nursery School 
Avon, MA
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What Would You Eat?
Idea: dictating information to be written down

Hot chocolate is definitely a tasty treat! Your little ones will be eager to tell you what type of food would go best with 
this beverage. Make a copy of the provided pattern for each child. Have him color the pattern and then glue cotton 
ball marshmallows to the top. Next, have him write his name in the space provided and then dictate what he would 
like to eat with his mug of hot chocolate. Write his words. If desired, cut out and stack the finished mugs and then 
staple them together to make a class book!

/


Mug Pattern
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Hot chocolate, hot chocolate, 

What a tasty treat!

When ____________________ drinks it,

_____ likes to eat ____________________.



Where Did He Go?
Idea: counting, making a set, comparing sets using the words more, fewer, and equal

This game can be used in a large group or at a center as a partner activity! In advance, cut out two snowman 
patterns (see the provided pattern) and a supply of blue construction paper puddle cutouts. Place one snowman on 
the floor. Then lead students in reciting the chant shown. Next, prompt a child to shake a pair of die and count the 
dots. Then have her count that number of puddles and place them near the snowman. Repeat the process with the 
second snowman. Then have students compare the puddles using the words more, fewer, and equal.

The snowman's drooping, bending low. 
Melting, melting, watch him go! 
Take the dice and shake, shake, shake. 
How many puddles will he make?

/
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Snowman Pattern



ARCTIC ART TECHNIQUES:
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Are You Cold?

by
“I’m not cold,” said the polar bear. “Are you cold?”

“I’m not cold,” said the penguin. “Are you cold?”

“I’m not cold,” said the whale. “Are you cold?”

“I’m not cold,” said the walrus. “Are you cold?”

“I’m not cold,” said the wolf. “Are you cold?”

“I’m not cold,” said the seal. “Are you cold?”

“Yes,” I said. “I am cold through and through, 
but this weather is just right for all of you!”Anita

ARE YOU COLD?
 Arctic Animal Booklet: cold weather
 It might be cold in the polar regions, but this little booklet is hot, hot, hot! To 
prepare, collect a small class photo for each child. Copy the provided cover and 
booklet pages on white construction paper to make a class supply. Then set up 
arctic art stations using your choices from the suggestions listed below. To make 
a booklet, each child writes her name on the cover, colors the polar animals on 
booklet pages 1–6, and colors the coat and hood on booklet page 7. Then she 
uses her choice of arctic art techniques to complete the wintry scene on the cov-
er and each page. After her pages dry, have the child cut them out and then cut 
out the opening on page 7. Ask her to back the opening with her photo. Then 
help her sequence and staple the pages behind the cover. Encourage student 
partners to share their cool polar booklets with each other.

Snowflakes:
• Cut the lacy edge of a doily into small pieces.
• Make a stamp pad by coating the top of a sponge with 

white paint; then use a snowflake stamp to make white 
snowflakes.

• Glue on snowflake sequins.
Snow:
• Glue on small pieces of cotton balls or tiny pieces of 

white tissue paper.
Icebergs:
• Glue on salt or clear glitter.
Water and Sky:
• Sponge-paint blue on the desired areas.
• Glue on small pieces of blue tissue paper or blue glitter.

ARE YOU COLD?
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Booklet Cover and Page 1

“I’m not cold,” said the polar bear. “Are you cold?”

Are You Cold?

by _______________________________

1
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“I’m not cold,” said the penguin. “Are you cold?”

Booklet Pages 2 and 3

3

2

“I’m not cold,” said the whale. “Are you cold?”
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5

4“I’m not cold,” said the walrus. “Are you cold?”

Booklet Pages 4 and 5

“I’m not cold,” said the wolf. “Are you cold?”
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“I’m not cold,” said the seal. “Are you cold?”

Booklet Pages 6 and 7

7

6

“Yes,” I said. “I am cold through and through, 
but this weather is just right for all of you!”

Cut
out.
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Smile!

 Start the school day with a song that’s sure to reveal 
smiles all around! After singing the song, pass a smile 
cutout to a student and ask him to share something 
that makes him happy. Continue with a couple more 
youngsters before moving on to your next activity.

Suzanne Moore 
Tucson, AZ

Smile!

(sung to the tune of “She’ll Be Comin’ Round the Mountain”)

Put a smile on your face—yes, on your face.
Put a smile on your face—yes, on your face.
Put a smile on your face and make the world a happy place.
Put a smile on your face—yes, on your face.

Put a song right in your heart—yes, in your heart.
Put a song right in your heart—yes, in your heart.
Put a song right in your heart—it’s the perfect way to start.
Put a song right in your heart—yes, in your heart.

Karen Brown
Community Children’s Center at First Congregational Church
Traverse City, MI
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Put on my coat.
Put on my hat.
Put on my mittens, just like that.
Put on my boots
And my warm scarf too.
I’m ready for winter!
How about you?

I’m Ready!

 As youngsters recite each line of this 
poem, encourage them to pantomime 
the actions described. After reciting the 
poem, ask little ones if they are ready for 
winter and what they want to do during 
winter. Then prompt youngsters to name 
their favorite season.

I’m Ready!
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Winter Weather

 Spotlight winter with a song that covers everything 
from the chilly temperatures to winter fun! If desired, 
follow up the song with chilly center experiences. 
Provide ice or snow in your sensory table. For your 
gross-motor center, staple white and blue crepe paper 
streamers to snowflake cutouts. Have youngsters swirl 
the props through the air. Add iridescent cellophane 
to your block center so youngsters can create icy 
landscapes!

Winter Weather

(sung to the tune of “Clementine”)

Winter weather, freezing weather, Hug self and shiver.
Snowflakes falling from the sky. Wiggle fingers to the ground.
Nights are longer,  Rest cheek on folded hands.
Days are shorter, Hold thumb and index finger close 
       to each other.
Bundle up to go outside. Pretend to pull on coat.

Winter weather, freezing weather, Hug self and shiver.
Snowflakes dancing to the ground. Wiggle fingers to the ground.
Going sledding, Swoop hand downward.
Going skating, Twirl with arms in the air.
Build a snowpal—fat and round! Show a circle with arms.
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Written by Laura Joffe Numeroff
Illustrated by Felicia Bond

When a boy gives a mouse a cookie, one 
thing leads to another, resulting in a very tiring 
day. Humorous illustrations and grin-inducing 
cause-and-effect relationships make this  
circular story a favorite!

If You Give a  
Mouse a Cookie

What Happens Next?
Predicting, reinforcing cause and effect

 This prediction activity is sure to hit the spot! Display the book cover and read 
the title aloud. Encourage youngsters to predict what will happen when the mouse 
is given a cookie. Next, read the book to your little ones. Invite students to compare 
their predictions with the story events. Then do a picture walk through the book, 
prompting volunteers to recall the cause-and-effect relationships shown.

A Cookie Wheel
Recalling story events, fine-motor skills, following directions

 For each child, make an 8½-inch tagboard circle. Then use the provided window 
pattern to cut two wedges from the project as shown. Next, help students follow the 
directions on “Cookie Time!” to make the cookie wheel. To use the wheels, read the 
first cause listed on the chart below and have students turn wheel A to that picture. 
Then help students recall what happens next in the story. Prompt youngsters to turn 
wheel B to reflect this. Continue with each remaining cause and effect. 

1Cause 
 1. A mouse eats a 

cookie. 
 2. The mouse has a 

milk mustache. 
 3. The floor is messy.  
 4. The mouse washes 

the floor. 
 5. The mouse draws a 

picture.

Effect

He gets thirsty and asks 
for milk.

He wipes his face with a 
napkin.

The mouse sweeps the floor.

He gets tired.

He wants to tape it to the 
refrigerator.

Storytime: Literacy Ideas for Teachers®
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Cookie Time!
Follow the directions.

1 2

4

5 6

Fingerpaint to make a cookie.
Dip one finger into black

paint. Make prints.

Make more prints. Let dry. Cut out the wheels.

Ask the teacher to help
connect wheel A with a brad.

Ask the teacher to help 
connect wheel B with a brad.

3
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Wheel and Window Patterns

wheel A

wheel B

window

1
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3

4

A

B
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Wishing You Warm Hands and Toasty Toes
Winter Display

No doubt little ones will feel warm and cozy when they gaze at this adorable display! Enlarge the provided patterns 
and then make two copies of the sock or mitten for each youngster. Attach a variety of textured materials to a 
tabletop and provide access to several unwrapped crayons. Help each youngster make rubbings of the materials on 
his socks or mittens to give them a textured appearance. After he cuts out his items, use clothespins to display them 
on a board decorated with a clothesline.

/
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Mitten and Sock Patterns
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[Katie] found the letter [B ]!
[B, B, B]!

   Put the alphabet action cards in a bag with 
handles. Roll a large die. Guide students in 
counting the dots on the die and removing a 
matching number of cards from the bag. Then 
lead students in naming the letter on each 
card and performing the action.

   Place the alphabet action cards around the room in plain 
sight. Ask two or three volunteers at a time to each find a card 
and bring it back to the group. Then, one at a time, have each 
youngster show her card to her classmates and join them in 
reciting the chant. Then have her lead the group in performing 
the action.

   Stack the alphabet action cards in alphabetical order. 
Slowly recite the “Alphabet Song” as you show students the 
corresponding cards. Next, ask a student to name the first 
letter in his name. Repeat the song as before, except this time 
stop on  the identified letter. Ask students, 
“What letter did [Josh] say comes first in his 
name?” When the letter is identified, ask the 
named youngster to lead his classmates in 
performing the action. Repeat as time allows, 
making sure  every child takes a turn before 
the school day ends.

5
minutes

Group Time

10–15
minutes

10–15
minutes per 

session

Group Time

Group Time

ZZ
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J j
Jump 

joyfully.
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Alphabet Action Cards

Aa Bb

Cc Dd

Act like an 
alligator.

Bite a 
bagel.

Carry a 
camel.

Dance 
daintily.
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Alphabet Action Cards

Ee Ff

Gg Hh

Eat an 
egg.

Fan your 
face.

Gallop 
gracefully.

Hammer 
hard!
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Alphabet Action Cards

I i J j

Kk Ll

Itch 
irritably.

Jump 
joyfully.

Kick like 
a kangaroo!

Lick a 
lollipop.
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Alphabet Action Cards

Mm Nn

Oo Pp

March for 
a minute.

Nod 
nicely.

Oink 
occasionally.

Pat a 
preschooler!
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Alphabet Action Cards

Qq Rr

S s Tt

Quack 
quietly.

Reach to 
the right.

Scoot like 
a seal.

Tiptoe 
today.
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Alphabet Action Cards

Uu Vv

Ww Xx

Up 
umbrella!

Vibrate like 
a vacuum.

Wiggle like 
a worm.

Put a fox 
in a box.
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Alphabet Action Cards

Yy Zz
Yell and 

then yawn.
Zippy 

zigzagging!
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Classroom Times
Teacher: 

Date: 

Help Wanted 

ReminderLook What We’re Studying… 

Superstars
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Classroom Times
Teacher: 

Date: 
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NOTE

NOTE
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